PARIS LANDING PACK
A ONE-STOP-SHOP TO START YOUR BUSINESS IN PARIS

The easiest way to become a Parisian Entrepreneur

NO COMPANY REGISTRATION AT THIS TIME – MINIMUM PAPERWORK – BEST PRICES IN PARIS

OFFICES
SERVICES
HOUSING

NETWORKING

In Paris we understand that opening a permanent office in Europe is a big decision. What about spending from 1 to 12 months in Paris to think this through?

To help you make a decision, you need time on the spot, meeting with potential partners or KOLs, understanding the regulations, testing your solutions / products on potential clients, etc..

That’s why Paris&Co created this package: A one-stop-shop to get accommodations and offices in Paris and typical services of Paris&Co

SETTING UP and DOING BUSINESS IN PARIS HAVE NEVER BEEN SO EASY

Paris&Co is the economic development and innovation agency of Paris. The team prospects and provides support for foreign direct investments, promotes the international attractiveness of Paris abroad, and fosters the Parisian innovation ecosystem through the incubation of startups, the experiment of new solutions, the organization of events and the cooperation between start-ups and global players.
Paris&Co manages incubation sites in Paris that welcome international companies.

You don’t need to be a start-up to be a part of our incubators. During your stay in Paris, you’ll be surrounded by the most innovative companies in the country.

- Get full access to the incubator: 24/7, Wifi, and meeting rooms
- You are working alone? Get a spot in our incubator. You are working in teams? Get a private office!
- From 300€ excl.VAT / month for a single person

Your stay in Paris must be productive and help you in the process of setting up in Paris. What we offer:

- A member of the Paris&Co staff is assigned to your project. He/She’ll be entirely dedicated to make your stay a success. You’ll have direct contact, in order to arrange meetings and project follow-up.
- Organized meetings with experts, according to your needs: real estate, legal status of the company tax, relocation, recruitment, etc. Get the best advice!
- Invitations to every events hosted by Paris&Co during your stay. Our job is to enliven the international and innovative ecosystem in Paris. We organize 15+ events per month (Matinées Internationales, pitch sessions, Start-Up Meet-Up, networking events, etc...) and you’re invited! Get also connected with the Open Innovation Club, that gathers 60+ French international corporations.

Our partners welcome you at negotiated price:
For a studio, w/ double bed, private bathroom, and free WiFi

- 750€/month in a residence near Paris
- 900€/month in the center of Paris!

Ask for more details and other options (parking, gym, meeting rooms, etc.) by sending us an email

For any information on our package, send an email to landing@parisandco.com